
 
GREATER EASTSIDE JUNIOR FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION (GEJFA) 

Council Meeting Minutes 
December 6th, 2011 

Call to order at 7:05pm at Round Table Pizza. 

All elected officials were present, except the Secretary (unfilled).  All designated 

coordinators were present.  All Clubs were represented. Athletic Directors from the B&G 

Club were not present. 

John thanked Billie Hartline and Shawn O’Brien for their extraordinary help this year (as 

well as previous years of service).  Billie continues to do the scheduling, website, coach 

and administer a Club, and more.  Shawn retired this year but came back about mid-

season when we need a coordinator for officials; he also give valuable advice on the 

game scheduling. 

There are no minutes of the last meeting on October 18, 2011; however, no actions 

were taken that make it essential for a written detailed meeting record.  This note serves 

to record that a meeting was held. 

As Club Board management changes are made, please send those changes to Billie for 

the website.  Please also send them to me for the email distribution list.  You will also 

want to send them to the new president (to be decided at the end of the meeting). 

Review Championship Game Day 

 Great job by Cedarcrest (field admin, concessions, announcing) 

 Special recognition of officials: Iron Man = Steve Rowe, Ben Lee, Alan Glenn; 
William Ford Award: Steve Reed 

 Video recording – Final Take Productions again did the video and DVDs will be 
mailed before Christmas.  Final Take used two professional play-by-play color 
commentators for the audio on the DVDs. 

 

Review financial records 

 Thanks to Billie, the referee, admin and field use fees were calculated shortly 
after the Championship games and the records were emailed to all for their 
information and comment.  We received no comments, therefore checks were 
sent to those Clubs that had a credit (refund due).  Those with a negative 
balance will may carry them forward to next year. 

 

Held brief discussion about the idea of having some focus group meetings again in this 

off-season.  We should consider holding these meetings on the following subjects: 
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 Rules only for the purpose of identifying potential changes.  Those changes that 
impact registration (e.g., changes to the Age/Weight Chart) must be decided at or 
before the February meeting. 

 Coaching Training 

 Grievance Committee 

 Officials – the officials will do this. 

 Continue  
 New System Leadership training – will be on Calendar (February or March) 
 Field Management training – will be on Calendar (mid to late August) 

 

Officials – discussed that Clubs need to do better job of recruiting new officials, 

however, we also now believe that we need the officials to also recruit new officials.  We 

will try to develop a more structured group to coordinate the officials, spread the work 

around.  Talked about sticking to the current pay structure, however, should consider 

paying the lead officials more per game, giving officials the incentive to be a lead 

official, to do what is expected of them (coordinate their team, ensure they have a full 

team each weekend, submit the officials report.   

2012 Season 

 A 2012 draft calendar was distributed.  It was voted on (motion, second and 
near unanimous approval).  A couple of Clubs wanted to discuss with their 
Boards and potentially offer a change for the game season start to the weekend 
after Labor Day.  The clear majority favored continuing with game 1 on Labor 
Day weekend and approved the calendar as presented.  However, we noted 
that nothing stops anyone for presenting a proposal for changing the calendar 
at the next meeting (would need a motion, second and majority vote). 

 An updated Age Weight Chart for 2012 was presented, voted on and approved.  
However, there were feelings presented indicating that we should reconsider 
cap weights where we don’t have them, as well as age caps at levels above 
Rookies.  This will be addressed by a special meeting in January and must 
result in someone putting forward a proper proposal with a motion and second 
for decision at the February meeting. 

 Regarding any rule changes that will impact registration, such as the 
Age/Weight Chart, these must be decided at the February meeting which 
requires the proposal to be submitted to the President two weeks before the 
meeting as a motion and also requires a second. 

 

We held election for 2012 Officers.  Opened the floor for additional nominations and 

none were offered, thus the slate stands as follows, as do the results of the vote.  

Congratulations to the new elected officers. 
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 President – Shawn Hartline 

 Vice President #1 – Greg Pardee 

 Secretary – Dan Crowe 

 Treasurer – John Veentjer 
 

The meeting end with Council giving the outgoing President, John Veentjer, some 

special recognition. 

Next meeting: February 7th, 7:00pm @ Bellevue Boys and Girls Club 

Adjourn at about 8:00 to continue end of season social. 

September 27th, 2011 

Call to order at 8:03pm. 

All elected officials were present, except the Secretary.  All designated coordinators 

were present.  All Clubs were represented except Wolverines and Lake Washington.  

Athletic Directors for Bellevue and Kirkland B&G Club were also present. 

Minutes of the last meeting (August 30, 2011) were emailed about a week before the 

meeting.   

Administration 

 John emphasized again Club independence and generally referred to some 
issues being addressed by Clubs. One issue that was being pushed by a parent 
to the League was pushed back to the Club to be addressed. 

 Background check/concussion training/coaches test status – still some 
outstanding responses to questions regarding background checks and 
concussion training on the web site. 

 We’ve had a few late game reports with several Clubs now on probation. 

 Emphasized proper enforcement of the Kingco Field Rules 

 No special assignment for first round or quarter finals of the playoffs; best field 
available.  Semi-final fields need to be identified; we’ll look to hold semi-finals for 
each level on separate fields with either a filler game between the two semi-final 
games or at least a 30 minute break. 

 

Game schedule 

 After two weeks of last hour changes, the schedule has been stable but we 
haven’t been without issues: no power at Liberty; shooter incident at Issaquah. 
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 Mike Brendel gave a brief description of the situation at Issaquah HS involving a 
shooter and the suspension of games that day.  The JV was in progress at the 
time of problem, was suspended; it will be resumed at point of suspension when 
a field is identified.  A sophomore game, a Cub game and a Rookie game were 
cancelled and will be made-up when fields are identified.   

 

Grievance Committee cases 

 We’ve had two coach ejection case this year with automatic suspension next 
game. 

 Repeat offenders on late game reports has resulted in both Clubs on warning – 
next late report will result in automatic suspension of the head coach regardless 
of the team. 

 Some general conduct issues regarding coaches and fans; need to continue 
attention toward elimination.  

 Lots of complaints regarding substitution rule violations; one case under protest 
to be investigated – may come to Grievance. 

 

Substitution Rule violations 

 Substitution rule violations need attention by the Clubs.  Some are accidental, 
some are lack of proper knowledge of the rules.  Refer to the substitution rule 
scenarios on the website. 

 

General Sportsmanship 

 While still 95% positive, this past week was worst I have seen 

 General behavior 

 Don’t argue with or ride the official 
 

Officials 

 Shawn O’Brien will take over assignment of officials with the October 1 game. 

 Be sure that you  properly provide food and beverage for officials 
 

Other business 

 John mentioned that the prohibition of video taping for scouting has been 
questioned.  Discussed background of our rule.  Although HS now allows video 
taping for scouting, we have chosen to continue the prohibition because most 
believe that to allow it will just exaggerate the differences between Clubs.  
Something to be reconsidered in the off-season. 

 Discussion regarding next meeting – currently on calendar as October 25, 
however, this is after the first round of playoffs (except in case of Varsity).  
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Recommend we meet October 18, after the regular season, after the shootouts if 
necessary, and before the playoffs.  John will be absent and Greg would lead the 
meeting.  By consensus , meeting is rescheduled to October 18. 

 Championship videos – Final Take Productions has provided a proposal to again 
video the Championships.  Approved by consensus. 

 

Adjourn 

Next meeting: October 18, 8:00 pm @ Bellevue Boys and Girls Club 

 

August 2nd, 2011 

Call to order at 7:00pm. 

All elected officials were present, except one Vice President and the Secretary.  All 

designated coordinators were present.  All Clubs were represented except Juanita and 

Woodinville. 

Minutes of the last meeting (June 1, 2010) were emailed a couple weeks before this 

meeting.  No comments were received.  The minutes will be posted.   

General Admin 

 John reminded all to keep their web sites current. 

 John emphasized that there is a FAQ page on the GEJFA web site that Clubs 
should bring to the attention of their parents.  If there are other FAQs that need to 
be added, please send your suggestions to John.   

 

Communications 

 John emphasized the importance of proper and timely communications to 
minimize mistakes caused by lack of information or misunderstandings.  To 
ensure proper communications: (1) attendance at Council meetings is critical.  
There are discussions that occur and information shared in these meetings that 
just cannot be captured in the same details in the minutes of the meetings; (2) 
listening to what is being said and decided; and (3) that which is discussed at the 
meetings, particular the bottomline of those discussions, must be shared with 
others in each Club as appropriate.   

 Clubs also need to communicate to their coaches and parents their responsibility 
for enforcement of GEJFA administration 
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Calendar Review 

 Preliminary Master Roster Review on August 3 (tomorrow) 

 All Coaches Meeting August 8 

 First Practice on August 9 

 Master rosters and birth certificates due at August 16 Council Meeting 

 Boys and Girls Club outreach membership fees due at or before August 16 
Council Meeting 

 Field Management training on August 23 

 Admin and referee fees due at meeting at or before August 30 meeting 
 

Officials 

 Lloyd had to leave so we moved this topic to the front.  Lloyd mentioned that we 
now have well over 100 officials, about 60 of which are new.  About 40 of them 
have attended each of the training sessions which is very important and very 
significant.  Lloyd indicated that if we continue with this many officials at the 
beginning of the season, he may assign 5 officials to some games to: (1) give the 
new officials some more training, (2) to keep them interested so we don’t lose 
them for lack of assignment, and (3) to evaluate them so that as the season 
progresses, we will be working with those who are reliable, trained and doing 
well.   

 Lloyd needs the jamboree schedules so he can get officials to the games for the 
purpose of training officials but also to help with the conduct of the jamboree. 

 

Preliminary Master Roster Review 

 Rosters in notebook in playing level order; birth certificates in roster order, 
transfers, waivers 

 At least two volunteers to help with review 

 Master roster approved by game 2 (for game 1, preliminary roster will do; game 
roster) 

 

Coaching Applications/Background Checks 

 Apparent that some Clubs are doing poorly on the number of background 
checks. 

 A coach must have a background check before stepping onto the field 
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 Those who do go on the field before a background check will be immediately 
suspended and will not be permitted to coach until the entire background check 
process is complete. 

 

Conclusion Training 

 Coaches – this training is part of the online background check process.  The 
coaches who belong to the Boys and Girls Clubs still need to do the concussion 
training and can do so by-passing the background check by entering first letter of 
their club for the nine digits of the SSN.  Any Club that has an alternative for the 
concussion training still needs to get a roster of the coaches who have been 
trained. 

 Player/Parents – players may not participate in practice until they have 
undergone this training. 

 

Coaching training 

 At the last meeting, the consensus was that all coaches must receive some form 
of training.  Enforcement of this is that of each Club.  Some Clubs use USA 
Football online, some the USA Football Coaching School, some other online 
training, and some use their local high school coach.  Whatever it is, all coaches 
must receive some form of training.  

 All teams must have a first aid certified individual on the sideline at games and 
practices.  If a parent or other person who is not actually a coach, they still need 
to be on the roster as a coach or listed as first aid 

 

Jamborees 

 Reiterated that each team is permitted one jamboree as an additional practice.  
Participation in a second jamboree will cost the team a practice in the same week 
as the jamboree. 

 The following Clubs will host jamborees:  Inglemoor (20th), Mercer Island (20th), 
Eastlake (27th), Mt Si (27th), Cedarcrest (27th), Newport at Huskies Stadium 
(28th), Bothell (28th).  

 Jamborees are the equivalent of practices but may be scouted; they are the only 
practices that may be scouted. 

 

Game Schedule 

 Final team count/home fields 

 Semi-final fields/Championship Game field 
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 Interleague games (in case of byes; commitment; by our rules) 
 

Game Schedule 

 Final team count – confirmed team counts as final.  Handed out what we have 
and made it known that tonight was last night to make changes.   

 Emphasized that we need home fields ASAP; this is holding up finalizing the 
schedule.  Based on what the schedulers already know or are assuming, we 
have little flexibility with fields.  Some recent additions have been very helpful.  
October 1 is still very tight. 

 Still looking at Five Star for the Championship Games – Liberty High School or 
the Renton Stadium.  We have a standing invitation to use Pop Keeney subject 
to availability.  We also have a number of other covered bleachers. 

 Semi-final fields to be determined based on availability.  We need Clubs to 
secure field use for week 9 and 10 (semi finals). 

 Seahawk pre-games (Bears/Juanita Varsity on 9-2-11; Knights/Eastlake on 9-25-
11) 

 

Coaching training 

 Although GEJFA doesn’t have a mandatory coach training requirement, all 
Systems are encouraged to ensure their coaches receive some level of training.  
There were the clinics, Glazier and USA Football.  There are the online courses 
by USA Football, ASEP and NAYS; recommend USA Football.   

 

All Coaches Meeting 

 The presentation will be similar to previous meeting, but a little more abbreviate 
due to time 

 We have a guest speaker – Coach Steve Gervais 

 Breakouts: Dan Bean, Greg Pardee, Billie Hartline – Varsity, JV and Sophomore; 
Dan Crowe – Cubs; Steve Edwards – Rookies 

Rules 

 Player weight management – coaches need to pay close attention to players who 
are on the upper weight margin for their level.  No player should be over weight 
on game day. 

 Rule reminders: no scouting practice; no video for scouting; no video taping 
games other than own; no video tape sharing; no electronic communication; 
substitution rule; 32 point rule; weigh-ins; no removable cleats 
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Other business 

 Greg gave a brief discussion regarding a fund raising opportunity.  

 Cheerleaders - There are three ways to engage with cheerleaders:  
(1)  they are part of your System and thus subject to the outreach membership 

fees and our rules regarding practices and participating in events other than 

GEJFA; 

(2)  independent of your System, but seek our insurance coverage, thus must be 

outreach members.  This is about the same as being part of your System; and  

(3)  totally independent of your System and do nothing more than participate as 

cheerleaders in your games.  In all cases, the cheerleaders and their coaches 

must demonstrate that they have taken the concussion training – it’s the law.  

In the case of (1) the cheerleader coaches must submit for a background 

check. 

Adjourned at about 8:45pm 

NEXT MEETING AUGUST 16, 8:00pm, B&G Club 

June 14th, 2011 

Call to order at 7:00pm. 

Introductions -- Some new faces were present, thus introductions were made around 

the room.  All elected officials were present, except we do not officially have a 

Secretary.  All designated coordinators (scheduler, officials) were present.  All Systems 

were represented except Cedarcrest. 

System Board changes – John reminded everyone that they need to send System 

contact/distribution list changes to him and Billie by email so that the web site and 

distribution lists can be updated; please add/remove names as needed for individual 

system.   

Minutes of the last meeting (April 5, 2011) were emailed earlier.  No comments were 

received.  The minutes have been posted.  John highlighted some of the items in those 

minutes. 

Reviewed the 2011 calendar -- John went over some of the significant dates – next 

couple of off-season council meetings, Preliminary Roster review meeting (August 3), 
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the All Coaches Meeting (August 8), first practice (August 9) the Field Managers training 

(August 23) and Game #1 (September 3). 

Reminder that all Clubs should be incorporated and have 501c3 status 

System fees -- handout; posted on web 

Insurance information sheet was handed out.  Emphasized that the insurance under the 

Boys and Girls Clubs is secondary.  

Injury Report – Mike Brendel led discussion regarding his GEJFA Injury Metrics Design 

based on action item from last meeting. Our goal is to collect data that can be used 

where appropriate and as needed in factually discussing changes in our program, e.g., 

Age/Weight Chart changes, vs considering changes based on concerns that are 

anecdotal in nature.  

Scheduling 

 Team Count by July 1 

 Need Jamborees information for posting on GEJFA website and to schedule 
officials.  Officials participate in jamborees primary for their own training purpose; 
they are not likely to present for all jamboree scrimmages.  Send jamboree (Host 
Club, participating Clubs, when, where) to Billie. 

Players 

 Age/Weight Chart exceptions – there are none 

 Registration – how is each System doing – closing rule 

 Player transfers & waivers – (available to be downloaded)  

 Rosters – Master & Game – (available to be downloaded) 

 USA Football Player Academy at Bothell HS, July 11 to 14 

Coaches 

 Coaching Application posted on the web site 

 Coach training -- First aid requirement; USA Football Coach School; USA 
Football, NYSCA or ASEP Online; alternatives 

 Coaches Meeting -- Same format as last year – And the guest speaker is Coach 
Steve Gervais 
Breakouts –  Varsity, JV & Sophomore: Dan Bean, Greg Pardee, Billie Hartline 

 Cubs: Dan Crowe; Rookies: Steve Edwards  

Volunteers 
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 Continued improvement on accounting of all volunteers (master roster list, timely 
and proper completion of coaching application and 100% submission for 
background checks). 

Perceptions – Vague beliefs vs factual complaints --  we need everyone on Council and 

others in Club management to be knowledgeable and fully on board with GEJFA rules, 

policies and procedures to be able to promptly address vague and incorrectly based 

complaints (misperceptions) so that we can nip them in the bud and keep them from 

spreading. 

Officials – Lloyd gave a very detailed report regarding the current status of officials.  The 

numbers are down and Clubs need to do a better job of recruiting – minimum two new 

officials per Club.  To help bring in new officials and get them trained to some degree, 

Lloyd proposed increasing the incentive pay from $2 per game extra to $4 per game 

extra for those who attend a minimum of 3 training sessions and participate in one 

jamboree.  Council approved the increase. 

Lloyd has added some new energy to the officials program with new online scheduling, 

reporting and tracking capabilities created on the GEJFA website by Billie and Ross.  

The officiating program is a very important part of our GEJFA, without our own officials, 

we would never get enough officials for the 70 some games we have each weekend. 

Other Business 

Next meeting:  Tuesday, August 2, 7:00 pm @ Boys and Girls Club 

Adjourn 

April 5th, 2011 

Call to order at 7:00pm. 

System Board changes – John reminded everyone that they need to send System 

contact/distribution list changes to him and Billie by email so that the web site and 

distribution lists can be updated; please add/remove names as needed for individual 

system.   

Some new faces were present, thus introductions were made around the room.  All 

elected officials were present, except we do not officially have a Secretary.  All 

designated coordinators (scheduler, officials, seniors).  All Systems were represented 

except Lake Washington and Woodinville. 
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Minutes of the last meeting (February 8, 2011) were emailed earlier.  No comments 

were received.  The minutes have been posted.  John highlighted some of the items in 

those minutes. 

Reviewed the 2011 calendar which is essentially the same as last year with dates 

adjusted for 2011.  John went over some of the significant dates – next couple of off-

season council meetings, the All Coaches Meeting, the Field Managers training and 

Game #1. 

Rules Review – refer to rules distributed by email.   

 John also distributed pages of the Rules on which there are changes.  Other than 
the adjustments made to the Age/Weight Chart to advance the Chart by a year, no 
changes have been made to the Age/Weight Chart nor have any significant changes 
been proposed to the rules.   

 John suggested that we change the term “System” to “Club” to be consistent or at 
least similar to other programs, thus not always having to explain our terminology to 
others.  The independent franchised football organizations thus become known as 
Clubs.  GEJFA is the “League” to which all the Clubs are franchised.   

 No other changes may be made to the rules this year that would impact 
registrations.   

 Other rules may still be changed, but John currently has no proposals.  To propose a 
rule change, the proposal needs to be sent to John at least two weeks prior to the 
next Council meeting or the Council meeting at which the proposal is to be 
considered.  The proposal must have a second before being submitted.   

 John also distributed the work of game official Roger Christlieb who reviewed the 
USA Football youth football rulebook and highlighted the differences between the 
NFHS Rules by which we currently play as revised by the GEJFA Rules.  There 
appears to be no interest in visiting changes to the GEJFA Rules. 

 

Potential new Clubs:  We have been approached by a couple of organizations 

interested in creating a youth football program and possibly joining GEJFA.  John F 

Kennedy High School has a couple of teams.  They started talking to John and 

reportedly also approached Five Star, however, they have not followed through per the 

procedures in the GEJFA rules.  The other interested party was Archbishop Murphy 

High School, however, they also didn’t meet the application deadline in our rules.  No 

new Clubs for 2011. 

All were reminded of the various player camps and encourage to share information 

regarding camps with their players as they register. 

 Big Dawg Football Camp --  June 27-30 – Husky Stadium 
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 USA Football Player Academy – July 11-14 – Bothell HS 
 

Coaches 

 Coach Training 
 Reminder that some sort of training is required. 
 The USA Football Coaching School – May 7 at the VMAC 

o Maximum of 125 coaches 
o Individual’s may registration independently 
o Clubs can do group registration as desired 

 There are various online courses: USA Football, ASEP or NYSCA 
 Club level organized training 
 Concussion training is required; is part of background check 
 There must be a First Aid certified individual on the sideline for each team 

 Background checks can now be done online; alternatives have to cleared with 
Billie 

 

USA Football League Affiliation 

 We decided unanimously at the last Council meeting that we would not league 
affiliate at the GEJFA level 

 Can league affiliate at the Club level if desired 
 

Injury Reporting 

 Propose to capture all significant injuries and use such information when holding 
discussions regarding rule changes for which safety is an argument.  We need to 
have facts and get our discussion above the anecdotal concerns.   

 See attached Form (also posted on website) 

 USA Football is also doing a study and will be capturing injury statistics with 
similar intentions – discussions need to be based on facts.  We will offer to 
participate in the USA Football study 

 

Game Reports – just emphasized the importance of game reports.  Billie is still working 

on the website to restore the game report programming. 

Lloyd Woodall gave the run down on what to expect for the game officials this year.  

Lloyd will be doing the scheduling and tracking of game officials.  Steve Reed is going 

to represent the officials on Council.  Roger Christlieb will continue to coordinate the 

training.  New officials will be provided training so it is important that we get the new 
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officials identified before the training begins in July.  All Clubs are expected to recruit a 

minimum of two new officials. 

As mentioned during the calendar review, we will again hold the Field Management 

training in August. 

 

We identified the division matchup by drawing a letter from a hat, the result being A vs 

D and B vs C. 

Adjourn 

Next meeting:  June 14th, 7:00pm  @  Bellevue Boys and Girls Club 

February 8th, 2011 

Call to order at 7:00pm. 

System Board changes – John reminded everyone that they need to send System 

contact/distribution list changes to him and Billie by email so that the web site and 

distribution lists can be updated; please add/remove names as needed for individual 

system.   

Some new faces were present, thus introductions were made around the room.  All 

elected officials were present, except we do not officially have a Secretary.  All 

designated coordinators (scheduler, officials, seniors).  All Systems were represented.   

Minutes of the last meeting (December 6, 2010) were emailed earlier.  No comments 

were received.  The minutes will be posted.  John highlighted some of the minutes in 

particular the election results. 

Reviewed the 2011 calendar which was distributed as a draft at the last meeting.  The 

calendar is essentially same as last year with dates adjusted for 2011.  John went over 

some of the significant dates – next couple of off-season council meetings, the All 

Coaches Meeting and Game #1.  Noted March 8th new System management training. 

The following GEJFA organizational topics were discussed: 

 USA Football League Affiliation: This subject was discussed in some detail at our 
unofficial January 26 meeting at which we also discussed Age/Weight Chart.  
After allowing for further discussion at this meeting, a vote was held and it was 
decided unanimously that GEJFA would not pursue league affiliation. 
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 Finances: John mentioned the return of funds to those Systems that had a credit 
at the end of the Season.  Bellevue Boys and Girls Club wanted the balance at 
the end of the calendar year to be reduced as much as possible.  Those who had 
a balance owed were allowed to carry those balances into 2011.  There will 
remain about $5K in the GEJFA checking account because some admin costs 
were avoided and because some officials donated their time and employers 
contributed in their name.  Because of the large balance, John proposed a 
reduction in the Admin fee to Systems for 2011, reducing the fee per team from 
$25 to $10.  With consensus, a new Fee Schedule for 2011 was distributed at the 
meeting and will be posted on the website. 

 We decided not to pass on the new system management training.  The purpose 
of this training is to help new management persons become better familiar with 
GEJFA.  All Systems are urged to send new System management officials, as 
many as they like. 

 We briefly discussed that we would try harder this year to establish coordinators 
for each playing level.  Job description will be provided. 

 John indicated that he would make first draft position descriptions for other 
positions. 

 John is updating the Frequently Asked Questions which are posted on the 
website.  If anyone has any questions they would like to see included, please 
pass them to John. 

 

Age/Weight Chart 

 The only change proposed for the Age/Weight Chart is to put a cap weight at 
Varsity.  This was the primary focus of our unofficial meeting on January 26, the 
purpose of which was to give Systems time to consider this change and discuss 
within the System, because the change, if it was to be made, had to be made at 
the February meeting.  The proposal put forward at this meeting was to have a 
cap weight of 185 lbs; the motion was made by Bellevue Wolverines and 
seconded by Inglemoor.  There was brief discussion for the benefit of those who 
were not at the January meeting.  After John asked if minds were already made 
up, he called for a vote on putting a cap weight, regardless what that weight 
would be, at Varsity.   
There were only 9 votes for.  Since 11 votes are required to change rules, the 

proposal failed. 

Although there have been no other rule changes proposed, there have been some 

suggested in discussions.  At this point no other rule changes that might have an impact 

on registrations can be made.  However, other rule changes can still be considered until 

the season begins.  The procedure for make rule changes is that the proposed rule be 

made to the president at least two weeks prior to the Council meeting at which it is to be 
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considered and voted on; the president will forward to Systems at least a week before 

the Council meeting.  Proposed changes made at a Council meeting generally will not 

be voted on until the next Council meeting.  John will review the rules for the little 

changes necessary, if any, to clarify that which already exists and distribute before the 

next Council meeting. 

Coaches 

 Coaching Application – Billie is working to get the website ready April 1; however, 
it may be later.  He is having to rebuild the entire coaching application on the 
website.  This process will include the background check, concussion training 
and a coaches test that will focus coaches on certain rules on which we have had 
repeated problems. 

 Coaching Evaluation/Selection – John encourage all Systems to employee some 
form of coach screening using evaluations and interviews as appropriate. 

 Coach Training – Mandatory Head Coach training – After some discussion, the 
consensus was that GEJFA should mandate some degree of coach training for 
all coaches, the scope of which is to be determined.  It was suggested that we 
hold a meeting to develop the wording for this training requirement. 

 Glazier Clinics:  All are reminded that the Glazier Clinics are coming to us in 
Seattle at the end of February and in mid-March.  This is an excellent way to 
satisfy coach training requirement. 

 USA Football Coaching Academy will likely be in June. 
 First aid requirement still applies.  At least one person of the coaching staff shall 

be first aid certified.  This may be other than an actual coach but must be listed 
on the roster to ensure access to the playing field. 

 

John noted that there was a recent solicitation for a spring flag football program.  

Players and coaches are not restricted from participating in such programs, including 

arena football, but may not do so as a team that will be substantially that of their GEJFA 

team; if in doubt ask.  GEJFA teams are not permitted to work together until the first 

authorized practice.  Violation of this rule could have significant impact on the GEJFA 

team. 

Interleague games – We have been asked to help accommodate what would be varsity 

teams for a south league.  The consensus was that we would consider accommodating 

these teams or any other as always only if we have an odd number of teams, thus byes, 

and the teams (by roster verification) are comparable in age and weight.  This applies at 

any level of play. 

Officials 
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 Systems are reminded that they are each to recruit at least two new officials, 
more would be even better particularly for the larger Systems.  Need more 
adults, college age or older.  High schoolers are okay, but are somewhat less 
reliable and can too easily be intimidated.  We need these new officials identified 
by June/July so that we can get them some training. 

 Roger Christlieb coordinates the training for officials and will likely start holding 
classes in July. 

 Steve Reed is the officials representative to the Council and was present at this 
meeting. 

 Lloyd Woodall will be the scheduler for the officials. 

 The Council raised concern regarding those officials who routinely will not blow 
the whistle because it is not necessary to blow a whistle to end play.  Although 
play ends and the ball is dead by rule whether or not there is a whistle, these are 
little kids that are listening for a whistle.  Steve will discuss with Roger as 
something to be addressed in training. 

 

Rules Enforcement/Grievance Committee – John suggested that anyone who has not 

served on the Grievance Committee or otherwise attended a Grievance Committee 

meeting should consider joining the Committee or at least sitting in on a meeting.  We 

like to have a minimum of five persons serving on the Committee so that for any 

grievance there will be at least three available to serve.  The president will refer matters 

to the Committee and ensure that there is no conflict of interest or even perception of 

same: no Committee member will serve on a grievance involving their own System, nor 

is they are a coach will they serve on a grievance involving a team/issue at their playing 

level.  The elected officials are generally always on the Committee, but others may 

serve.  Greg, Steve, Billie, Dan, Kim, Robert and Chris all indicated that they would 

serve on the Committee. 

To head off this becoming an issue, John reminded all regarding cheerleaders 

programs within GEJFA. 

 They may be part of the System, subject to the same requirements as the 
players and coaches regarding concussion training, background checks for 
coaches, number of practices, practice time, outside events, etc.  They must 
also be members or outreach members of the Club and can be insured by the 
Club. 

 They can be an organization affiliated with but separate from a System, rostered 
separately as members or outreach members of the Club.  Still generally subject 
to the GEJFA rules as applicable, they can be insured by the Club. 

 They can be a totally independent organization that only participates at GEJFA 
games.  They would have their own insurance and are not subject to GEJFA 
rules, except that they must demonstrated compliance with the concussion 
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training requirement before participating in GEJFA program.  Some schools may 
also require that they present proof of insurance before they participate on 
school property. 

 

Camps – regarding camps, they cannot be organized by team.  Coaches are not to 

work substantially with players from their team.  Camps should be vetted by the Council 

or the Grievance Committee at a minimum to ensure they don’t violate the rules. 

Adjourned at 8:30pm. 

Next Council meeting:  April 5th (Tuesday) 7:00pm @ Bellevue Boys and Girls Club 


